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Objective of the study:
The Dunedin and E-Risk studies are being invited to take part as two of many cohorts in a multicohort GWAS (genome wide association study). The goal of this initiative is to carry out a metaanalysis of GWAS on Aggressive behavior (AGG) and Attention problems (AP) in subjects
between the ages of 3 and 18 years. To attain this goal, phenotype data collected at different
ages and rated by different raters (paternal, maternal, self and / or teacher) will be included in a
single GWAS meta-analysis, taking dependencies between raters and ages into account. The
inclusion of multiple phenotype measures obtained on the same individuals, possibly including
subjects rated by more than one rater and more than one age, is somewhat more involved than
for a single phenotype. However, for the participating cohorts the analyses consist of running a
(possibly large) series of univariate analyses, while the inclusion of repeated measures and
measures based on multiple informants will be done at the Meta Analysis level, thereby
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substantially increasing power, while still allowing for the expression of age-dependent or raterdependent genetic effects.
This initial GWAS will be carried out on the E-Risk study using multi-rater aggression, conduct
problems and attention phenotypes across ages 5,7,10,12 and 18 (see variables section). This
will be followed up by GWAS in the Dunedin Study using multi-rater Antisocial behavior,
Aggression and attention phenotypes across ages 5,7,9,11,13,15 and 18. The initial GWAS
analysis will be performed at Duke University, genomic data will not be sent elsewhere.
The approach for the cohorts is as follows:
Every cohort will run a separate (univariate) analysis for each phenotype (i.e. one analysis for
every combination of rater, age bin and survey measure). On the meta-analysis level, the test
statistic per SNP will be combined over rater and age bin, accounting for the dependence
between measurements (e.g. the same children rated by father and mother or at multiple ages).
As the meta-analysis will take the form of a multivariate meta regression (see Nivard et al. 2017)
it is of the utmost importance to accurately report the covariance between the AGG and AP
phenotypes within cohort as well as the sample size and sample size overlap as detailed in the
SOP. Integrating repeated measures and multiple raters will greatly benefit power. Take, for
example, the Netherlands Twin Register dataset where up to ~2700 children are phenotyped or
genotyped at 7 ages (3, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 years) by either their mother, father or a
teacher, this would yield 2700 independent observations to be analyzed in a univariate metaanalysis, while 22.000+ observations are available.
By performing univariate analyses and combining all results in meta-analysis, a loss of data is
avoided, and an increase in power is realized. Moreover, this approach allows for a formal test of
rater, instrument / diagnosis, age and cohort interaction effects.
These meta-analysis models allow us to not only account for age, rater or instrument effects
while increasing power, but also to interpret and disseminate these age and rater specific effects
to the broader field of psychiatric genetics. It is of clinical and translational interest to know
whether genome-wide hits for adult neurological or psychiatric traits have an effect in childhood.
If such an effect is present it is of further interest whether it increases with age or is present from
early childhood onward. The results of our developmentally sensitive GWAS could thus be used
to enrich and enhance GWAS analysis of adult phenotypes.
Our design allows us to identify to what extent the SNP effect changes with age, instrument or
with the rater of the behavior. If, on the other hand, no robust associations are uncovered, it will
allow us to put a much tighter upper bound on the expected effect sizes for common variants,
and tight bounds on the variance in effect size found over age and or rater. Therefore, the results
will have scientific merit regardless of the outcome.

Data analysis methods:
Genome-wide Association analysis of each phenotype will take place at Duke University. The
model for association testing is as follows:
𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝛽𝛽2 ∗ 𝑍𝑍(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) + 𝛽𝛽3 ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛽𝛽4−9 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 ′ 𝑠𝑠 + 𝑒𝑒
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Covariates coding
- sex (coded 0 = F, 1 = M)
- z-score of age at the time of assessment
- The first 5 principal components.
Association is tested on the 22 autosomes only. For E-Risk, we will implement GCTA
(http://cnsgenomics.com/software/gcta/mlmassoc.html) to conduct GWAs with related individuals
(if the sample contains a large number of related subjects, such as twins or siblings. If this is not
the case, a far simpler procedure can be used). A mixed effects procedure that includes 2
GRM’s will be used. Briefly, the procedure is as follows:
1.
Compute a Genetic relatedness matrix (GRM) based on genotyped SNPs (if this is
difficult due to multiple genotype platforms being used in your cohort see: Fedko et al.
(2015) for an alternative). In computing this GRM omit SNPs that fail HWE (p< 1e-6),
have low MAF ( <1%) or a low call rate ( <99%).
2.
Change the GRM into a GRM containing the pairwise genetic relationships above 0.05
(changing the values below 0.05 to 0). This GRM will form the first GRM in the mixed
model.
3.
Compute a series of GRMs each of which omits a single chromosome. These will form
the remaining GRMs for the mixed model.
4.
Run a mixed model in which the SNP is associated with the phenotype, while the model
accounts for 1) the covariates defined above, and 2) the random effects associated with
the 2 GRMs.

Meta-analysis of results of all samples will be carried out by Hill Fung Ip and Koen Bolhuis and
be supervised by Michel Nivard at Free University, Amsterdam. The meta-analysis will take the
form of a multivariate meta regression. We will apply genomic control based on the LDscore
intercept (Bullik-Sullivan et al. 2014) and the appropriate marker filters at this stage.

Variables needed at which ages:
Study: E-Risk
Age 5

AGGET5: Aggressive Behaviour, Teacher Report form
AGGEM5: Aggressive Behaviour, Child Behavior Checklist parent
Age 7

TAGEE7: Age at Interview
AGGET7: Aggressive Behaviour, Teacher Report form
AGGEM7: Aggressive Behaviour, Child Behavior Checklist parent
Age 10

TAGEE10: Age at Interview
AGGET10: Aggressive Behaviour, Teacher Report form
AGGEM10: Aggressive Behaviour, Child Behavior Checklist parent
Age 12
TAGEE12: Age at interview

AGGET12: Aggressive Behaviour, Teacher Report form
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AGGEM12: Aggressive Behaviour, Child Behavior Checklist parent
Age 18
TAGEE18: Age at Interview
CDSXE18: Conduct problem symptoms, self report
SR_INSUM18E: Attention problems, self report DSM-IV/V
Attention problems, Informant report DSM-IV/V
Study: Dunedin
TANTIS5
PANTIS5
TANTIS7
PANTIS7
TANTIS9
PANTIS9
TANTIS11
PANTIS11
TANTI511
PANTI511
FGHT511T
FGHT511P
PQSA13
PQSA15
MPQAGR18
INATTN9
INATTN11
PQAT13
PQAT15

Teacher Rutter antisocial @ 5
Parent Rutter antisocial @5
Teacher Rutter antisocial @ 7
Parent Rutter antisocial @7
Teacher Rutter antisocial @ 9
Parent Rutter antisocial @9
Teacher Rutter antisocial @ 11
Parent Rutter antisocial @11
mean Teacher Rutter antisocial, 5 to 11
mean parent Rutter antisocial, 5 to 11
fighting - mean teacher rep 5 to 11
mean parent report of fighting, 5 to 11
PQ socialized aggression @ 13, parent report
PQ socialized aggression @ 15, parent report
MPQ Aggression @ 18
inattn scale at 9, parents + teachers
inattn scale at 11, parents + teachers, RutterBeh
PQ inattention @ 13, parent report
PQ inattention @ 15, parent report

For both studies:
Genome-Wide SNP genotyping data, imputed 1000Gv3.
Sex
PCs 1-5 from PCA of genetic data

Significance of the Study (for theory, research methods or clinical practice):
This study will lead to an increased understanding of the genetics of externalizing behavior
problems in children and adolescents, with a focus on aggressive and attention problems.
The proposed multivariate meta-analysis has statistical-theoretical and clinical significance. This
study will be the first genome wide meta-analysis which explicitly includes both repeated
measures at multiple ages and multiple behavioral raters.
Genome wide association studies almost exclusively consider univariate phenotypes. This has
meant that a large number of observations which are available (multiple raters at multiple ages)
have been omitted when performing GWAS. Given that twin studies find evidence for substantial
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shared genetic effects between raters and across ages, discarding these repeated measures
form analyses results in a loss in power. The inclusion of these repeated measures and
measures obtained from multiple raters can clearly increase power for genetic locus (SNP)
detection.
The theoretical significance lies in the handling of data from multiple informants. Twin studies
have found evidence for rater specific (e.g. father, mother teacher or self-ratings) genetic
variation in childhood aggression and attention problems (Areseneault, 2000) as well as age
specific genetic variation (Kan et al 2014). These nuances have yet to be considered in the
context of genome wide association studies (Middeldorp et al. 2016; Pappa et al., 2016). The
benefit of considering rater differences in the context of a GWAS is that the results can be used
to detect SNPs that differ across raters, and that we can take these SNPs forward in e.g. studies
of adult psychopathology. Do SNPs unique to father ratings, mother ratings or teacher ratings of
aggressive behavior differ in their correlations with adult psychopathology? Are specific raters
more informative of the genetic liability of entirely different adult outcomes, or are the differences
a matter of degree? Likewise, we will detect SNPs that influence the ratings of 2 or 3 raters.
The same rationale exists for assessing the SNP x age interaction. Results from these part of the
analyses will allow us to estimate the genetic correlation between an adult outcome (say bipolar
disorder) and aggressive behavior measured at age 3, 7, 12 ,14,and 16.
The findings are informative for clinical practice where different raters are relied on in diagnosis
and prognosis, and to inform on the need for intervention. Because of requirements for large
sample sizes, up till now the first GWAS papers of childhood problems have had to pool data
from different ages/raters and we hope we can now improve in the next set of analyses.
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